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Introduction

Climate disruption due to fossil fuels depletions is among
the most challenging environmental issues confronting the
society today. Hydrogen, as a clean energy carrier, can
provide solutions for these problems since it can be derived
from renewable resources such as water and can achieve
the target of carbon neutrality. To realize hydrogen
economy in a society, several technical bottleneck areas
need to be urgently addressed, namely, the production,
transportation and the storage, in which the last one
remains as the hurdle to the widespread use of hydrogen for
automotive applications. Current commercial hydrogen fuel
cell powered vehicles use either compressed hydrogen
tank, cryogenic hydrogen tank, liquified hydrogen tank, or
metal hydride tank, and there are problems such as extra
energy requirement for compression, liquefaction and
adsorption/desorption process. On-board hydrogen
production using water electrolysis and photocatalytic water
splitting are another on-demand hydrogen options.
However, the processes are generally energy intensive and
sluggish, which are not practical for commercial uses.
Obviously, a much safer and less-energy intensive option
would encourage the use of hydrogen in Hong Kong. Thus,
the use of safe and hydrogen storage materials with high
mass energy density such as ammonia borane (AB) and
formic acid (FA) could be a solution for this.

Technical Challenge

These hydrogen storage materials are generally very stable
and only release hydrogen under mild catalytic conditions.
Currently, developing efficient, durable and low-cost metal
catalysts for catalytic hydrogen generation from hydrogen
storage materials is crucial to solve the bottleneck for the
delivery of safe hydrogen power in automotive devices. Up
to now, the best record to release all stored hydrogen from
hydrogen storage materials such as ammonia borane is the
Rh nanoparticle catalyst supported on g-C3N4 carbon
material, with a turnover frequency of 969 molH2 molRh

-1 min-

1 at 25C. However, they are still far from commercialization,
due to technical challenges such as high cost, sluggish
activity and low stability. Non-precious metal catalyst such
as Co, Fe, Ni and Cu are much less costly but they
generally exhibit low durability (reactivity dropped to 60%
after five runs) and sluggish reaction rate. Therefore, how to
better utilize these non-precious metal catalysts by
increasing the atom efficiency remains as a challenge to
most researchers in the field of hydrogen storage materials.

Objectives
This project aims at exploring the synergistic effects between the Co and another non-
precious metal, with the presence of nanoparticle (NPs) and single atom (SAs) for the
catalytic hydrolysis of ammonia borane at ambient conditions. In addition, we aim at
determining the physicochemical properties and evaluate the heterogeneous catalytic H2

generation performance for a better understanding of the correlation between unique
electronic structures and catalytic performance.

Results
Interestingly, our recent preliminary studies showed that non-precious metal catalysts such
as Co (Co/CoN4-CNT) when they were downsized to the atomic scales to single atom could
reach to 18.5 molH2 molCo

-1 min-1 at 40C, while the CoCu dual-atom catalyst
(CoCu/CoCuN6-CNT) could reach to 34.7 molH2 molCoCu

-1 min-1 at a much lower
temperature (25C) with better durability, in which the rate was comparable to some
precious metal catalysts, as shown in Figure 1.

The improved rates could be ascribed to better atom utilization of these catalysts having
atomically dispersed active sites.

In addition, our preliminary Density Functional Theory (DFT) study on the adsorption
behaviors of specific molecules on CoCu dual-atom sites on carbon nanotube (CNT) were
performed to elucidate the catalytic process. For the above CoCuN6-CNT, we calculated
the optimized structures and the simulation results were illustrated in Figure 2. On one
hand, the CoCuN6-CNT dramatically increased the adsorption energies of both H2O and AB
on Co atom selectively but not on the Cu atom, as indicated by the much shorter
interatomic distance of Co--OH2 and Co--H-B of the H3N-BH3

- and their respective much
negative adsorption energy level. On the other hand, Cu atom showed little improvement
for H2O adsorption and it exhibited no advantage for AB adsorption, as indicated by the
longer Cu--H-B distance of the adsorption state. The improved adsorption states eventually
lead to much better reactivity of AB hydrolysis (H-OH cleavage is the rate-determining
step). Overall, our preliminary study confirmed that modulation of the environment of SACs
active sites to alter the electronic structure is a reliable strategy for boosting catalytic
activity.

Figure 1 Comparison of Co SACs and Cu SACs with CoCu dual-atom catalysts: a) the reaction kinetics 

of AB hydrolysis; b) the TOFs and specific generation rates.

As shown in Figure 2 a) and 2 b), dual-atom showed enhanced
stability of the adsorption state of AB onto Co SACs (Eads = -0.70
eV), when compared with pure Co single atom site (Eads = -0.52
eV). Thus, dual-atom synergy is a promising approach to enhance
substrate’s adsorption ability. For stability enhancement, it is
desirable for optimal adsorption for the molecule onto the SACs.
However, it should not be too strong for the reaction products,
leaving them undesorbed and eventually blocking the catalyst’s
active sites.

Conclusion
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Figure 3 a) Materials carbonized at various temperatures. Catalyst pyrolyzed at 800oC

exhibited the best performance; b) SEM images of CoCu/CoCuN6 – CNT catalyst.

CoCu catalysts bearing Co and Cu
single-atom carbonized at 800 exhibited
the best performance (Figure 3a). The
SEM images showed that it exhibited a
convoluted worm-like structure (Figure
3b). They are recoverable (Figure 4).
Fast kinetics for hydrogen production
was observed due to the synergistic
formation of CoCu dual atom single-
atom and highly dispersed CoCu
nanoparticles for AB activation.

Figure 4 Physical recovery of CoCu

catalysts by magnet.

Figure 2 Schematic illustration of the adsorption configuration of AB on M-doped-CNT

support (M = Co,Cu): a) AB on CoN4-CNT; b) AB on CoCuN6-CNT (adsorbed on Co).
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